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Most of us know of the Pale Chanting Goshawk tactic of following a Honey Badger to catch prey that escaped the badger's claws (Hockey et al. 2005).

**Pale Chanting Goshawk – Cape Cobra**

I have watched a PCG following a large Cape Cobra in the Kalahari on the Nossop road, first thought was “there is no ways this bird will tackle this HUGE snake!!”, but the bird was walking behind the snake and had no intention of tackling it but waiting for the snake to enter some burrows. The snake would then flush prey out of the burrows that it was entering and the PCG said “thanks for the meal of a Brant’s Whistling Rat”!!

Date: 16/3/2014 at co-ords 26° 23.008’ S, 20° 41.875’ E.

I am sure there are more stories of this nature but here is a new one for me anyway.

**Karoo Chat - Karoo Korhaan**

Whilst in the field waiting for a friend, I noticed a Karoo Chat hawking insects, nothing unusual about that you would say, but the Karoo Chat was following ANOTHER bird which feeds on the ground. It was following a Karoo Korhaan and using it's feeding mode to flush insects…. every bit helps at this time of the year I am sure!!

Date: 21/6/16 at co-ords 29° 47.603’ S, 20° 33.633’ E.

I don't think it is opportunistic or co-operative feeding but parasitic feeding comes to mind…. using another organism as your food source?
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